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Abstract: The paper establishes an equivalence of the Andrica’s conjecture in the direction of an 
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1. Introduction 
In a previous paper, entitled “About Andrica’s conjecture” the authors have 
established an equivalence of conjecture Andrica by considering the ratio of two 
consecutive prime numbers. Because the average deviation calculated relative to 
the two terms, in this article will study another limit for the difference of square 
roots of two consecutive prime numbers. 
A number pN, p2 is called prime number if its only positive divisors are 1 and 
p. 
Even if do not know much about prime numbers, there exist a lot of attempts to 
determine some of their properties, many results being at the stage of conjectures. 
A famous conjecture relative to prime numbers is that of Dorin Andrica. Denoting 
by pn - the n-th prime number (p1=2, p2=3, p3=5 etc.), Andrica’s conjecture ([1]) 
states that: 
1pp n1n   n1 
In [3] we have found the following: 
Theorem 
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Let pn the n-th prime number. The following statements are equivalent for n5: 
1. 1pp n1n  ; 


















In the following, we shall prove a stronger theorem of equivalence of Andrica’s 
conjecture.  
 
2. Main Theorem 
Theorem 
Let pn the n-th prime number. The following statements are equivalent for n5: 
1. 1pp n1n  ; 























First of all let the function f:[e,)R,  
x
xln






therefore f is a strictly decreasing function. For n2 we have therefore: 





































































































lnppln      1nn pnp1nn1n plnplnppln     



































  with a>2 
We have now:  































Because the denominator of g’ is positive, we must inquire into the character of the 
function: 
h:(a,)R,          axlnaxaaxlnalnaxx2xlnxaalnxxh 2223  . 
Computing the derivative of h: 
       axlnaaxlnalnax4axlnalnx6xlnaalnxx'h 2222   
Let now: 
y:(a,)R, 
       axlnaaxlnalnax4axlnalnx6xlnaalnxxy 2222   
and the derivative: 








Let now the function (the numerator of y): 
          alnax2xaxlnax3ax2x2xz   
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and, also, the derivative: 
        ax3x2axlnaax8x9aln4x'z 22   
Because xa we have that 22 aax8x9  0 therefore z is a strictly increasing 
function. 




0 therefore  xz 0 xa. 
In this case  x'y 0 then y is also a strictly increasing function. 



















The function  
2x
xln















 =    1auau  0. 
We have now:  1ay  0 therefore  xy 0 for xa+1. 
Now  x'h 0 which give us: h is increasing. 



















1aa1ah 0 therefore  xh 0 for xa+1. 
Because now:  x'g 0 implies that g is increasing and with   01ag   we find 
that g(x)0 xa+1. 
From hypothesis 1 (Andrica’s conjecture), we have: 1pp
n1n
  and noting: 
x=
1n



























 0, the statement 2 





3. Determination of the Constant  
Using the Wolfram Mathematica software, in order to determine the constant  (for 
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